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Parameter-free test of alloy dendrite-growth theory
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In rapid alloy solidification the dendrite-growth velocity depends sensitively on the deviations from local
interfacial equilibrium manifested by kinetic effects such as solute trapping. The dendrite tip velocity-
undercooling function was measured in dilute Ni~Zr! over the range 1–25 m/s and 50–255 K using electro-
magnetic levitation techniques and compared to theoretical predictions of the model of Trivedi and colleagues
for dendritic growth with deviations from local interfacial equilibrium. The input parameter to which the model
predictions are most sensitive, the diffusive speedVD characterizing solute trapping, was not used as a free
parameter but was measured independently by pulsed laser melting techniques, as was another input parameter,
the liquid diffusivity DL . Best-fit values from the pulsed laser melting experiment areVD526 m/s andDL

52.731029 m2/s. Inserting these values into the dendrite growth model results in excellent agreement with
experiment with no adjustable parameters.@S0163-1829~99!02101-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physical state of solid matter strongly depends u
the conditions of formation. Normally, a system cooled b
low its melting temperature will crystallize under local equ
librium conditions. However, if a system is cooled beyond
melting temperature into the metastable regime of an un
cooled melt, a great variety of solidification pathways a
enabled. In particular, one can form metastable solid st
such as supersaturated solid solutions, disordered superla
structures, grain refined alloys, crystalline structures of m
stable nature, or even metastable quasicrystalline and a
phous phases.1 When an undercooled melt solidifies, the r
jection of latent heat into the solid/liquid~s/l! interface
causes an increase in the temperature near the inter
Since the temperature in the bulk of the melt is below
melting temperature, the result is a ‘‘negative temperat
gradient’’ ahead of the interface. Similarly, there is a chan
in the concentration of alloys upon solidification that cau
an additional concentration gradient ahead of the interfa
Both of these effects tend to destabilize a planar s/l interf
and can lead to dendritic growth.2

Deviations from local equilibrium at the s/l interface o
cur during rapid interface motion. Experiments have dem
strated a kinetic undercooling of the solidification front du
ing rapid dendritic growth in undercooled melts of pu
metals.3 Alloy dendrite growth models introduce a kinet
undercooling term to account for this effect.2,4,5

In addition to a kinetic undercooling, deviations fro
chemical equilibrium at the s/l interface appear in rap
growth of solutal dendrites in alloys.3,6 Kinetically sup-
pressed partitioning at the interface is well described by
continuous growth model for solute trapping of Aziz a
coworkers.7–9 In the dilute concentration limit of alloys th
velocity (V) dependence of the partition coefficient (k) is
given by
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~1!/334~10!/$15.00
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Here,ke is the equilibrium partition coefficient andVD is
a parameter called the atomic diffusive speed, which is
growth rate at whichk is in mid-transition betweenke and
unity. This model has been experimentally verified for plan
interfaces using pulsed laser melting techniques on a var
of different alloy systems.9–12

Models for solutal dendrite growth2,4,5 assume that the
continuous growth model holds for dendrites and that
only differences between the highly curved dendrite tip a
the planar interface are the Gibbs-Thomson depression in
melting temperature and the solution for the diffusion fie
ahead of the moving interface. Their predictions for the
lationship betweenV and undercooling (DT) depend very
sensitively on the value of the input parameterVD for both
planar13 and dendritic interfaces.2 However, until now, in
dendrite growthVD has been used as a free parameter to
the dendrite velocity-undercooling data.14 The objective of
the present work is to measure independentlyVD and the
dendrite velocity-undercooling function in the same all
system, thereby eliminating this key free parameter and p
viding a rigorous test of theory. Additionally, we measu
independently the bulk liquid diffusivityDL thereby fixing
the remaining free parameter used in the theory.

The most dramatic effect of the solute trapping transit
is a sharp increase in the dendrite growth velocity at a crit
velocity of Vcr'5 m/s and a concentration-dependent critic
undercooling, similar to that shown in Fig. 5~a!. This effect
has been studied for dilute Ni~B! and is interpreted as a tran
sition from solutally controlled growth at small undercoo
ings to a pure thermally controlled dendrite at hig
undercoolings.6
334 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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In the present work an electromagnetic levitation te
nique is used to undercool bulk melts of Ni99Zr1 and to mea-
sure the growth velocity as a function of undercooling.
large undercooling range becomes accessible by this t
nique owing to the complete avoidance of container w
induced heterogeneous nucleation. In addition, pulsed l
melting experiments on thin films were used to measure
dependentlyVD andDL . The Ni99Zr1 alloy was chosen for
the present studies because of several considerations.
characterized by a small equilibrium partition coefficientke
which is on the order of 1022. Therefore, a strong solut
trapping effect is expected at growth velocities that are
servable both in the undercooling experiments as well a
the laser resolidification experiments. Secondly, the prec
tation of solvent-rich compounds, which would interfe
with the measurement, is not strongly favored thermo
namically. An additional requirement for an accurate m
surement of the partition coefficientk is the use of Ruther-
ford backscattering spectrometry~RBS! depth profiling,
which requires that the solute be significantly heavier th
the solvent for good resolution. Finally, dilute Ni-base allo
such as Ni99Zr1 show an excellent undercooling behavior
experiments of containerless processing in an electrom
netic levitation coil due to its high melting temperature.14

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Levitation experiments

Electromagnetic levitation is used for containerless und
cooling of bulk drops.15 The experiments are conducted in
ultrahigh-vacuum~UHV! chamber which was evacuated to
pressure of 1027 mbar and backfilled with a purified~purity
better than 99.9999%! He-H2 gas mixture~20 vol% H2).
Alloys of Ni99Zr1 were prepared from constituents of Ni an
Zr; both of a purity better than 99.99%. These alloys w
melted in situ by a radio frequency levitation coil in
spheres of about 6 mm diameter with mass approximate
g. The location of the drop in the coil is shown in Fig. 1.

The conditions of containerless processing in a high
rity gas atmosphere ensure high purity sample prepara
The temperature of the freely suspended drop is measur
its top by a two-color pyrometer with an absolute accura
of 65 K and a measuring frequency of 100 Hz. The co
plete avoidance of container-wall induced heterogene
nucleation and highly pure environmental conditions lead
reproducible maximum undercoolings ofDT5255 K prior to
nucleation.

Figure 1 also shows a temperature vs time profile as m
sured for the undercooled drop. After the onset of nuclea
at a temperatureTn5Tl2DT the rapid release of the heat o
crystallization during fast growth of dendrites results in
recalescence event. During this period, there exists a s
rise in the temperature up to a temperature between th
quidusTl and solidusTs temperatures. A very pronounce
recalescence event is observed in the present levitation
periments because the undercooled melt acts as a heat
for the released latent heat. Furthermore, heat transfer f
the freely suspended drop to the environment is very limi
since it has no contact with a liquid or solid medium. Hea
conducted only by thermal conductivity in the environmen
-
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gas and radiation. As a consequence, solidification ta
place under quasiadiabatic conditions in levitati
experiments.16 Since the undercooling in the present expe
ments is large, most of the melt solidifies under nonequi
rium conditions during recalescence. Only a small volu
fraction of remaining liquid crystallizes under nea
equilibrium conditions at temperatures betweenTl and Ts .
The undercoolingDT5Tl2Tn is directly determined from
such a temperature-time profile.

Finally, the experimental setup for the velocity of th
growing dendrite array is also shown in Fig. 1. At a pres
lected undercooling value, crystallization of the undercoo
melt is stimulated at its lower end by touching it using
alumina stimuli needle. The solidification front starts at th
well defined point at the surface of the sample and the a
of dendrites grows radially into the melt. A rapid photosen
ing technique consisting of Si-photodiodes, an electronic a
plifier, a transient recording system and an optical obser
tion lens is used to measure the timeDt needed by the
solidification front to propagate through the observation w
dow. This technique is capable of measuring relative te
perature changes with a frequency of 1 MHz. The grow
velocity V is then easily determined by the ratioDs/Dt
whereDs is the distance traveled by the s/l interface duri
time Dt.17 At the largest undercoolings typical recalescen
times ofDt rec'100msec are measured. Because of the ra
growth rates the thermal diffusion length~23thermal
diffusivity/velocity! remains negligibly small during recales
cence, permitting the velocity of the dendritic growth front
be inferred from the time-resolved photosensing meas
ments.

FIG. 1. Upper right: Temperature-time profile as measured c
tactless by pyrometry on an undercooled Ni99Zr1 sample freely sus-
pended in an electromagnetic levitation coil. Lower right: Elect
magnetic levitation coil showing the position of metal droplet w
the pyrometer for temperature measurement and the photodiod
the velocity measurement. Lower left: The undercooled sampl
externally nucleated by touching it at its lower bottom by an a
mina needle. The photosensing device measures the timeDt needed
by the array of dendrites to propagate through the observation
dow of the optical system. Upper left: Intensity versus time pro
for the photodiode. The growth velocity is obtained from the ra
of the solidification pathDs taken by the solidification front and th
time intervalDt.
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B. Pulsed laser experiments

The diffusive speed and liquid diffusivity are indepe
dently measured by a pulsed-laser resolidification techni
described elsewhere.9–12 A thin film (;270 nm! of Ni
~99.99% purity! was prepared by electron beam evaporat
at 3 Å/sec under high vacuum conditions~base pressure
;431027 mbar! on a thermally oxidized Si wafer (200 nm
SiO2) @see Fig. 2~a!#. Prior to deposition the substrate wa
sputter cleaned with Ar1 ions ~1.5 keV, 55 mA! for approxi-
mately 5 minutes. To help improve film adhesion to the s
strate the ion beam was left running during the first minute
e-beam Ni deposition. The surface SiO2 layer provides elec-
trical isolation of the film from the silicon substrate, perm
ting time-resolved lateral electrical resistance measurem
~‘‘transient conductance measurements’’! of the melt depth
during melting and solidification. In addition, the reduc
thermal conductivity of the oxide layer permits us to cont
the flow of heat out of the film during solidification by vary
ing the oxide thickness. Therefore coarse grained con
over the interface velocity is possible using different oxi
thicknesses.

The Zr is introduced to the film by ion implantation o
90Zr1. The energy and dose are chosen to yield a peak
concentration between 0.5 and 1 at. % centered at;30 nm
beneath the free surface. After the films are prepared,
wafers are photolithographically patterned and sectioned
the transient conductance measurements~TCM!. Figure 2~b!
shows the pattern used for this experiment. The patter
designed to provide a large length-to-width ratio (L/W
'65.5) to make contact resistances negligible and to prov
a large uniform area for the reflectance measurement.

The geometry of the laser resolidification experiment
shown in Fig. 3. The laser melting was performed with
single 28 ns excimer laser pulse (KrF:l5248 nm! at flu-
ences between 0.4–0.7 J/cm2. Such fluences yield solidifi-

FIG. 2. Sample for pulsed laser melting and plane-front re
lidification. ~a! Cross section of sample with possible short-circ
pathways for electrical conduction shown.~1! Conduction through a
plasma,~2! photoconduction through oxide layer, and~3! capacitive
coupling to a molten layer of silicon below the exposed oxide lay
~b! Plan view of patterned sample showing largeL/W ratio for
resistance measurement and large central pad for reflection
surement.
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cation velocities between 2–3 m/s. A second laser (Ar1 laser
l5488 nm) was used to probe the transient reflecta
while a dc voltage source supplied the sample bias for
transient resistance measurement. Both the resistance an
flectance measurements were acquired on a multicha
digitizing oscilloscope~Tektronics model TDS 620! at a rate
of 2GSamples/sec. This sampling rate is sufficiently fast
resolve events occurring on the nanosecond time scale.

The initial and final concentration profiles of Zr were o
tained using RBS grazing-angle technique.12 For this experi-
ment, it was necessary to use relatively high energy 3 M
He11 to fully resolve the Ni and Zr peaks resulting in
depth resolution of 11.5 nm. In addition, the absolute ca
bration of the spectra is critical for proper analysis of t
segregation behavior. All samples were self-calibrated us
the 58Ni , Si, and O edges. The latter two elements we
usable because the photolithographic patterning expo
some bare oxide to the RBS beam.

Finally, the analysis of the liquid diffusivity and diffusive
speed was performed by comparing the measured final
centration profile to one predicted by computer simulatio
The simulation utilized a Crank-Nicholson algorithm
solve the one-dimensional diffusion equation for the mol
portion of the sample while taking into account the segre
tion at the interface. The values of the liquid diffusivity an
the diffusive speed are then determined by a best fit betw
the experimental and simulated curves. We have utilize
normalizedx2 test to determine the best fit between the tw
curves according to the equation

x25
1

N21 (
i 51

N
@exp~xi !2sim~xi !#

2

@uncert~xi !#
2 .

Here,N is the total number of data points,xi is the depth
for a particular data pointi, exp(x) is the experimentally
measured concentration, sim(x) is the simulated concentra
tion, and uncert(x) is the uncertainty in the measured co
centration at that depth. In this case, the uncertainty der
from the statistical uncertainty in the RBS measureme
Thus the uncertainty should be the square root of the num
of counts in a given channel. However, the uncertai

-
t

r.

ea-

FIG. 3. Laser melting setup. When partially molten, the sam
is treated as two resistors in parallel.Vbias510 V, Rsource5Rload

550V.
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PRB 59 337PARAMETER-FREE TEST OF ALLOY DENDRITE- . . .
cannot be less than the background level for the RBS s
trum. For this particular experiment, the background le
was 0.012 at. %. As with allx2 tests, the lower value forx2

corresponds to the best fit between the two curves. Figu
shows a contour plot ofx2 as a function of the diffusive
speed and the liquid diffusivity. The minimum value occu
for the values ofVD526 m/s andDL52.731029 m2/s with
the region of good fit denoted with a solid line.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of dendrite growth velocities

Figure 5~a! shows the experimental results for the me
surements of the dendrite growth velocity as a function
undercoolingDT on dilute Ni99Zr1 alloy. The results of the
measurements are represented by the closed dots. At s
undercoolings the growth velocity is rather sluggish. Ho
ever, when the undercoolingDT approaches a critical valu
of DTcr'160 K a steep rise of the growth velocity wit
increasing undercooling is observed. Qualitatively simi
behavior in the velocity versus undercooling relation w
previously observed in dilute Ni-B alloys.6

For an analysis of the experimental data we apply curr
theories of alloy dendrite growth in undercooled melts.2,4,5

Correspondingly, the total undercoolingDT is expressed as
the sum of four different terms,

DT5DTt1DTc1DTr1DTk , ~2!

where the individual contributions are: the thermal und
cooling DTt ; the kinetic constitutional undercoolingDTc ,
which includes both the effects of composition gradients
the melt ahead of the interface and composition change
the solid due to solute trapping; the curvature undercoo
DTr ; and the kinetic interface friction undercoolingDTk .
These are expressed as

DTt5
DH f

Cp
l Iv~Pt!, ~3!

DTc5mec0F12
mL~V!/me

12„12k~V!…Iv~Pc!
G , ~4!

FIG. 4. x2 plot showing best-fit values forVD526 m/s and
DL52.731029 m2/s and their uncertainties. The dark line su
rounds the region of best fit. Thinner lines denote contours of
satisfactory agreement.
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, ~5!

DTk5
V

m
. ~6!

Here, Iv(x)5x exp(x)E1(x) denotes the Ivantsov functio
with E1 the first exponential integral function;Pt
5(Vr)/2DT is the thermal Pe´clet number withr the radius at
the tip of a dendrite andDT the thermal diffusivity;me is the
slope of the equilibrium liquidus;mL(V) is the slope of the
kinetic liquidus;c0 is the nominal concentration of the alloy
Pc5(Vr)/2DL denotes the solutal Pe´clet number withDL
the liquid diffusion coefficient;G5s/DSf is the Gibbs-
Thomson coefficient withs the solid-liquid interface ten-
sion,DSf5DH f /TL the entropy of fusion,DH f the enthalpy
of fusion and TL the liquidus temperature; andm
5(DH fV0)/(RgTL

2) denotes the interfacial kinetic growt

s

FIG. 5. Dependence on total bath undercooling of various qu
tities. ~a! The dendrite growth velocity, as measured on Ni99Zr1

alloy ~dots!. The solid line gives the prediction of dendrite grow
theory using the valuesVD526 m/s andDL52.731029 m2/s from
Fig. 4. For comparison, the dotted line represents the calcul
growth velocity if no solute trapping is taken into account. T
dot-dashed lines give the results of calculations for valuesVD550
m/s andDL55.031029 m2/s, values that are within typical range
for metallic systems but are not near the minimumx2 in Fig. 4.
These latter two curves demonstrate the importance of an acc
knowledge ofVD andDL for modeling alloy dendrite growth. All
curves in~b!–~d! useVD526 m/s andDL52.731029 m2/s. ~b!
The dendrite tip radius calculated on the basis of the marginal
bility analysis of growing dendrites.~c! The concentrationscL* and
cS* of the liquid and solid at the interface computed within dendr
growth theory.~d! Semilog plot of the individual undercooling con
tributions: thermal undercoolingDTt , constitutional undercooling
DTc , curvature undercoolingDTr , and kinetic interface undercool
ing DTk . These curves are calculated using Eqs.~3!–~6!.
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338 PRB 59ARNOLD, AZIZ, SCHWARZ, AND HERLACH
coefficient for pure solute withRg the universal gas constan
If we assume the validity of the collision limited growt
model,18 the factorV0 in the expression form is set equal to
the speed of soundVs as an ultimate limit of the growth
velocity, V05Vs . This means that the atomic vibration fre
quency, which is of the order of 1013 Hz, gives the relevan
time scale for the attachment kinetics of the atoms at the
interface and not the atomic diffusion frequency which
much slower. The collision limited growth model has be
shown experimentally to be a good approximation for mo
eling the interface undercooling of Ni-based alloys formi
fcc structure.3,6,19

The interfacial tensions is estimated using the negen
ropic model developed by Spaepen20,21

s5a
DSf

NL
1/3VM

2/3T, ~7!

with NL Avogadro’s number,Vm the molar volume anda, a
factor that depends on the structure of the solid phase. S
a Ni99Zr1 solid solution crystallizes into fcc structure
a50.86.

The quantitymL(V) in Eq. ~4! merits special attention. I
represents the dependence of the slope of the kinetic liqu
curve8 on the velocity. As the velocity increases, the liquid
and solidus lines approach each other and coincide in
casek(V)51.8 For dilute solutionsmL(V) is determined by5

mL~V!5meF12k~V!1k~V!ln„k~V!/ke…

12ke
G . ~8!

It is worth noting that Eq.~8! is the same expression a
developed by Aziz and Boettinger in their model of a tra
sition from a low mobility to a high mobility interface in th
absence of solute drag.13

Equations~2!–~6! describe the undercooling in terms
the product of the growth velocity times the dendrite
radius. For a unique calculation ofV as a function of under-
cooling,DT, we utilize the criterion of marginal stability22,23

which gives an independent expression of the dendrite
radius:

r 5
G

s*
F2pk̄

DH f

Cp
l Ptj t2

2meco„12k~V!…

12„12k~V!…Iv~Pc!
PcjcG21

,

~9!

whereCp
l is the specific heat for the liquid;k̄ is defined as

k̄5
kL

kL1kS
~10!

with kL and kL the thermal conductivity of the liquid an
solid, respectively;

j t512@12~2p/Pt!
2#21/2, ~11!

jc512
2k~V!

2k~V!211„11~2p/Pc!
2
…

1/2, ~12!

and the value of the ‘‘stability parameter’’ taken from th
marginal stability criterion,
/l

-

ce

us

e

-

ip

s* 5
1

4p2 . ~13!

Equation~9! emphasizes the importance ofk(V) for the
stability analysis of a rapidly growing dendrite. This mea
that the parametersVD andDL not only affect the constitu-
tional undercooling but also the marginal stability of a gro
ing dendrite in an essential way.

The validity of Eq.~13! has been supported by previou
measurements of the growth velocity as a function of und
cooling for pure Ni and Ni-Cu alloy.3 Recent advances in
so-called ‘‘solvability theory’’ show that the marginal stabi
ity criterion is not rigorous and lead to the modification
Eq. ~13! by an anisotropy parameter. This factor is assum
to be unity for cubic systems, thereby permitting the cont
ued use of Eq.~13!. However, there is experimental an
theoretical evidence that in alloys,s* may depend on the
undercooling as well as on composition.24,25 Because Eq.
~13! has been shown to hold for both pure Ni and Ni-30
% Cu in Ref. 3, we assume that the addition of a sm
amount of Zr to pure Ni does not have a significant effect
s* . Our measurements do not have the sensitivity to disc
a temperature dependence ins* : if the dependence ofs* on
relative undercooling is assumed comparable to that
xenon,26 then the predicted change in theV(DT) relationship
is roughly equal to the uncertainty of the present measu
ments. In effect, because we are assumings* to be constant
and given by Eq.~13!, our experiment can be considered
test of marginal stability theory. Once they become ava
able, predictions of solvability theory for alloys may also
compared with the data. We expect any differences to
minor in the vicinity of DTcr , which is the most importan
region for the purpose of this study.

To obtain numerical values for the theoretical predicti
for V(DT), the values ofVD and DL are taken from inde-
pendent laser resolidification experiments on thin films. T
best fit values ofVD526 m/s andDL52.731029 m2/s were
used. The numerical values of the various parameters use
the calculations are listed in Table I. There are two oth
parameters which are not measured independently in this
periment. These were obtained from the literature but are
known very well. ~1! V0 , the speed of collision-limited
growth at infinite driving force, which we assume to be equ
to the speed of sound according to Turnbull’s collisio
limited growth model, and take it to be 4000 m/s.27 The
predictions are highly insensitive to the precise value ofV0
provided thatV0 remains much higher than the maximu
measured dendrite speed.~2! The equilibrium partition coef-
ficient is known to be very small, of order 1022, but it has
not been measured accurately. We measured the liqu
curve over the range 0–3 at. % Zr using differential scann
calorimetry; we then obtained a value ofke by fitting a pa-
rabola to three points along the reported solidus curv28

combining the result with our measured liquidus curve, a
extrapolating to the dilute limit. The resulting value ofke
5331022 was used in our solidification simulations. On th
scale of the scatter in the experimental data, the predict
of the model at low undercoolings are not highly sensitive
the value ofke input.

The solid line in Fig. 5~a!, obtained with the numerica
values of the parameters as described above, results i
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TABLE I. Material parameters used for the calculation of the dendrite growth velocityV, the tip radiusr ,
and the concentration in liquid at the interfacecL* as a function of undercoolingDT for Ni99Zr1 alloy. me was
determined by differential scanning calorimetry~DSC! studies on three different samples Ni99.5Zr0.5, Ni99Zr1,
and Ni98.5Zr1.5. DT was calculated using measured values of the electrical resistivity in the undercooled

regime of Ni-Zr alloys~Ref. 35! and assuming the validity of the Wiedemann-Franz law.k̄ was calculated
using Eq.~10! with values from Refs. 36 and 37.

Parameter Symbol Dimension Value

Heat of fusion DH f ~J/mol! 17 150a

Specific heat of liquid Cp
l ~J/mol K! 41a

Liquidus temperature Tl ~K! 1714a

Slope of equilibrium liquidus me ~K/at. %! 214a

Thermal diffusivity DT (m2/s) 931026

Effective thermal conductivity k̄ none 0.27

Equilibrium partition coefficient ke none 0.03b

Limiting speed
of collision-limited growth V0 ~m/s! 4000c

Diffusion coefficient DL (m2/s) 2.731029

Atomic diffusive speed VD ~m/s! 26

aValues determined by high-temperature DSC measurements~Ref. 38!.
bReference 28.
cReference 27.
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excellent agreement with the measured data forV(DT). In
order to test the reliability of this analysis an addition
V(DT) curve was calculated for values ofVD andDL which
correspond to worse fits of the laser resolidification exp
ment but still fall within the range of observed pairs of n
merical values ofVD and DL for metallic systems.9–12 It is
clear that such numbers lead to strong deviations between
calculated and experimentally measured dendrite growth
locities as a function of undercooling. This result emphasi
the importance of reliable values forVD andDL for a quan-
titative description of the dendrite growth velocity vers
undercooling relation.

The dotted line in Fig. 5~a! gives the prediction of den
drite growth theory ifk is assumed to be independent ofV.
Deviations between the data and the prediction become
preciable forDT.100 K. At undercoolingsDT.160 K,
these deviations become very pronounced. This further i
cates the need to accurately take solute trapping into acco

This behavior can be understood by considering the
pendence of the radius of curvature at the dendrite tip on
undercooling. Figure 5~b! showsr as a function of under-
cooling DT. At small undercoolings (DT,100 K!, r de-
creases very rapidly with increasing undercooling. In t
regime the concentration gradient ahead of the s/l interf
controls the tip radiusr . The higher the velocity the deepe
the concentration gradient and, consequently, the smalle
tip radius. At very small undercoolings, solute trapping b
gins moderately which leads to slight deviations from che
cal equilibrium at the interface. This trapping causes
equivalent reduction of the concentration gradient with a c
responding change inr , which is now passing through
minimum. If undercooling is further increased solute tra
ping becomes even more important and the tip radius
creases since the concentration gradient flattens out unti
absolute stability of a solutally controlled dendrite
reached. At this undercooling the tip radius goes throug
maximum. Beyond this maximum, the size of the tip rad
l
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is exclusively governed by the thermal gradient since
concentration gradient disappeared due to complete segr
tion free solidification. The behavior of the tip radius as
function of undercooling also reflects the fact that the che
cal diffusion coefficient and the thermal diffusivity differ b
about three orders of magnitude~cf. Table I!. Therefore, the
concentration boundary layer is much thinner than the th
mal boundary layer ahead of an advancing s/l interface.

We investigate the change in the concentration of the
uid as a further analysis of solute trapping and its con
quence on the growth of dendrites in undercooled melts.
concentration in the liquid just in front of the interfacecL* is
quantitatively determined within alloy dendrite grow
theory by3

cL* 5
c0

12„12k~V!…Iv~Pc!
. ~14!

The concentration in the solid at the interfacecS* is then
found by applying the definition of the partition coefficien
cS* 5k(V)CL* . The results of computations using Eq.~14!
are exhibited in Fig. 5~c! as a function of undercooling. A
small undercoolings the Zr concentration in the liquid ris
due to the rejection of the solute atoms~very limited equi-
librium solubility in the solid phase! and the concentration
profiles follow the equilibrium values. This means there
strong partitioning in front of the advancing interface f
undercoolingsDT,70 K. If the undercooling is increase
into the regimeDT.70 K, deviations occur that progres
sively increase with undercooling. At large undercoolin
DT.DTcr5160 K,cL* andcS* approach the nominal concen
tration c0 of the alloy. This means that at such large und
coolings we have reached a regime of complete solute t
ping.

We use the above information to understand the veloc
undercooling relation. At small undercoolings the interfa
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movement is sluggish~low mobility of the interface! and
controlled by the redistribution of solute in front of the in
terface. When solute trapping becomes important, the c
centration gradient becomes weaker until it disappears
undercoolings aboveDTcr5160 K. In this large undercool
ing regime, the constitutional undercooling loses its infl
ence and the growth velocity is only controlled by the th
mal gradient in front of the s/l interface. This enables t
interface to move much faster~high mobility of the interface!
since the thermal diffusivity is three orders of magnitu
greater than the chemical diffusivity. Thus, the growth v
locity steeply rises in the transition regime aroundDTcr .

The transition from solutally controlled to thermally co
trolled dendrite growth is also reflected in Fig. 5~d! where
the individual undercooling contributions are plotted as
function of the undercooling. These plots are calculated
ing Eqs.~3!–~6!. One can see that the curvature underco
ing, DTr , is of minor importance for undercoolingsDT
.160 K. The thermal undercooling,DTt , and the kinetic
undercooling,DTk , continuously increase with the total un
dercoolingDT. Here the rise of the kinetic undercooling
less pronounced than that of the thermal undercooling.
constitutional undercoolingDTc behaves quite different. A
small undercoolingsDT,120 K, DTc strongly rises with
DT. However, when the total undercooling exceedsDT
5120 K, DTc decreases and eventually approaches a c
stant value, determined by the difference in slope betw
the equilibrium liquidus and the kinetic liquidus@DTc
→„mL2mL(V)…c0#. Here, crystallization is almost com
pletely partitionless, i.e.,k@1.

B. Measurements of the diffusive speed and the liquid
diffusion coefficient

Although Fig. 4 shows the final results for our fit ofVD
andDL to the experimental data, we need to look carefully
the analysis before we can fully understand these res
There are three important pieces of information we need
obtain from the experiment:~1! a melt history which gives
the position of the interface as a function of time,~2! a con-
centration profile as a function of depth for the sample bef
laser irradiation, and~3! a concentration profile as a functio
of depth for the sample after laser irradiation. We can use
first two pieces of information to simulate a final concent
tion profile using the technique described in Sec. II B a
compare this profile to the experimentally measured profi

We use the sharp change in the reflectance and resist
when a material undergoes a transition from a solid to
liquid state in order to measure the melt history.12,29,30The
measurement of the reflectance provides the exact time w
the film first begins to melt. Furthermore, the resolidificati
of the surface is characterized by another sharp jump in
flectivity followed by a gradual rise as the solid film cool
The resistance measurement provides information abou
depth of the interface as a function of time. Figure 6 sho
the measured reflectance curve that exhibits both of th
transitions as well as the measured resistance curve. W
the film begins to melt, the resistance rises since the resi
ity of liquid metal is higher than that of solid metal. For N
the resistivity increases approximately 30% upon melti
Eventually, the interface reaches a maximum depth and
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film begins to resolidify. This is characterized by a decrea
in the resistance as the film returns to the solid state.

If the interface is planar and parallel to the free surfa
then we can model the sample resistance as two resisto
parallel: a liquid metal resistor and a solid metal resist
each with a resistanceR given by

R~ t !5
r

d~ t !

L

W
, ~15!

whered(t) is the time-dependent thickness of the~solid or
liquid! layer,r is the resistivity of the phase, andL/W is the
length-to-width ratio of the patterned sample. We then ap
Kirchoff’s laws to the circuit as shown in Fig. 3 to conve
the resistance versus time data into the melt depth ve
time data. We obtain the equation:

DL~ t !5

RLDS RS

Rsample~ t !
21D

RS2RL
, ~16!

whereRS is the resistance of a fully solid film at the meltin
temperature,RL is the resistance of a fully liquid film at the
melting temperature,D is the total thickness of the meta
film, and Rsample(t) is the resistance of the sample as me
sured. In the above equation, bothRS and RL need to be
determined by the experiment.RS is easily found if we use
the information contained in the reflectance profile. The
flectance profile tells us the time when the film resolidifi
and therefore, the resistance at this time isRS . In an ideal
experiment, the resistance at the beginning of the m
should be the same as the resistance at resolidification s
in both cases, the film is a solid at its melting temperatu
However, as we can see in Fig. 6, this is not the case for
system. We observed a suppression in the sample resist
at the beginning of the melt.

The reason for the suppression in the resistance is rel
to an alternate conduction path that is excited by the la
pulse. The inset in Fig. 6 shows the resistance curve fo

FIG. 6. Transient resistance and reflectance of thin film sam
during pulsed laser melting. In addition, the laser intensity~arb.
units! as a function of time is shown.RS denotes the resistance of
fully solid film at its melting temperature, whileDtmelt shows the
melt duration of;100 ns. The inset depicts the parasitic condu
tance produced from a sample with a broken conduction circ
The conductance persists during the presence of the laser puls
dies shortly thereafter.
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sample for which the normal conduction path in Fig. 2~b! has
been broken. In this case, when we irradiate the sample
the same fluence as in Fig. 6, we still observe conducta
despite the broken film. Once the laser intensity decrea
the conductance decreases until the circuit returns to its o
state. Three possible conduction pathways are shown in
cross section of the sample in Fig. 2~a!. These include~1!
formation of a plasma above the surface,~2! excitation of
electron-hole pairs in SiO2 , and~3! melting of silicon below
the oxide. If a plasma were to form, we would expect to s
some sharp effect in the reflectance trace owing to
change in reflectivity induced by the plasma.31 However,
Fig. 6 does not show any clear sign of plasma formati
Additionally, the band gap in SiO2 is approximately twice
the photon energy~band gap 8–10 eV compared to a phot
energy of 5 eV for KrF!. Therefore photoconduction woul
require a multiple photon effect which should make this
relatively minor effect.

We believe pathway~3! to be the most probable sourc
for the parasitic conductance. If there is enough transmis
of energy through the oxide layer, either by having a th
oxide layer or a high initial energy, it is possible to melt
thin layer of the underlying silicon.32 Upon melting, the Si
becomes conductive with a resistivity approximately that
the Ni film (r580 mW cm!. When the resistance of th
metal film changes rapidly upon irradiation, the local volta
changes can be capacitatively coupled into the underly
conductive Si layer. This alternate conductive path wo
tend to lower the apparent resistance of the circuit, ther
producing the suppressed peak we see in Fig. 6. This e
was not reported in previous laser melting experiments
metals;12,33 however, these earlier experiments employ
lower melting-point metals~and correspondingly lower lase
intensities for melting! or different laser wavelengths~XeCl,
l5308 nm or ruby,l5694 nm!.

In order to use the resistance curve to determine the m
history, we assume that the resistance on the resolidifica
side of the curve is artifact-free because by the time sol
fication starts the laser pulse has long ended. To find
resistance of the fully solid film at the melting point, w
determine the moment at which resolidification is compl
from the reflectance curve and look up the solid resistanc
that moment. With this method we must make assumpti
for the initial melting portion of the melt history. Howeve
our results are not sensitive to these assumptions, as
melt-in speed must be very high and all the important so
effects occur during the solidification interval when the
terface has encountered the solute profile, which occ
within 100 nm of the surface.

The resistance of the liquid film at the melting point
harder to obtain from the experiment. Noise and paras
conductance prevent us from using either the reflectanc
the conductance technique to determine the first mom
when the film has fully melted. Once the film is fully molte
and the parasitic conductance paths go away, in princip
might be possible to determine the resistance of the liqui
the melting point if one could identify the moment that s
lidification commences. However, the moment at which
liquid film crosses the melting point may be different b
cause liquid undercooling may occur before solidification
a fully molten film, as shown by Atwateret al. who under-
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cooled liquid Ni by more than 500 K with pulsed las
melting.33 Therefore we cannot measure the liquid resistiv
at the melting point directly in this experiment, and in ord
to determine the melt history we must make assumpti
about its value. We assume that the ratio of liquid resistiv
to solid resistivity at the melting point in our films has th
same value,rL /rS51.299, as forbulk pure Ni. This as-
sumption~i.e., scattering from interfaces and extended d
fects is negligible compared with phonon scattering! has
been shown to work well for pulsed laser melting of th
films of pure Ni.33 Here the additional assumption is th
solution scattering from the small amount of solute that
have, which is confined to a restricted portion of the ent
film, is negligible compared to phonon scattering at the m
ing point. With this assumption we can rewrite Eq. 16
terms of RS and rL /rS , resulting in an equation with no
more unknowns:

DL~ t !5

rL

rS
DS RS

Rsample~ t !
21D

12
rL

rS

. ~17!

In using this equation we are making the additional
sumption that the resistivities of the fully solid and ful
liquid thin film at the melting point, and not merely the
ratio, are the same as those for bulk material. This is ta
mount to using the length-to-width ratio in our photolith
graphically patterned samples as an adjustable param
Because the patterned lines are narrow, small variation
line width ~caused, for example, by small variations in et
strength from run to run! can cause small variations inL/W.
The value that we obtain from fitting to Eq.~15!, L/W
569.7, is close to the ‘‘nominal’’ value of 65.5 and is
within the uncertainty of measurements made on mic
graphs of actual samples.

Figure 7 shows the actual melt profile as calculated by
above analysis. For the earlier time stages, we have us
simulated profile that was calculated using a on
dimensional heat-flow code that has been well calibrated

FIG. 7. Melt history deduced from conductance shown in Fig
Region of interest~40–100 nm!, from which VD and DL are de-
duced, is free of conductance artifact and of nonplanar grow
Artifact region deeper than 100 nm is solute-free and therefore
of interest; surface region shallower than 40 nm is nonpla
growth and therefore not tractable.
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pure Ni films on oxidized Si wafers.33 This region, in which
we cannot determine the melt history experimentally for
reasons describe above, is denoted the ‘‘artifact regio
During the initial melting segment of the experiment, t
interface moves very quickly through the region of inter
with a velocity ofV@17 m/s. A significant amount of liquid
diffusion occurs before the interface returns during resol
fication. The interface velocity during solidification is a
proximately 3 m/s, which is sufficiently fast for measurab
solute trapping effects to occur.

The final step in this experiment is to perform on
dimensional diffusion simulations12 to determine the diffu-
sive speed and the liquid diffusivity. Figure 8 shows t
initial concentration profile and the post irradiation conce
tration profile along with two simulation curves representi
our best fit values forVD and DL . The dark-dashed line
shows a simulation using the CGM over the entire region
resolidification. It is evident from the figure that although t
simulation fits the depth profile for the deep region fai
well, it does not reproduce the data in the near surface re
(z,40 nm!. It is likely that this discrepancy in the data
because our assumption of a planar interface throughou
lidification does not apply. With an interface that is plan
and parallel to the free surface, Zr is transported toward
surface by segregation at the interface during solidificati
If the interface becomes unstable and breaks down into,
example, a cellular structure, some Zr transport will be p
allel to the surface and less Zr will ultimately reach the s
face. Our depth profile measurements detect a lateral ave
over;2 mm and are unable to resolve lateral variations
the submicron size scale of cellular breakdown.

Interface stability under laser melting has been stud
quantitatively by Hoglundet al. for the Si-Sn system.34 In
their samples an initially planar interface became unstabl
approximately 50 nm below the surface, resulting in t
laterally-averaged measured concentration profile diverg
at this point from the profile simulated assuming a pla
interface. In our case, the divergence between simulated

FIG. 8. Zr concentration vs depth profiles before~light dashes!
and after ~1! resolidification, used to determineVD and DL .
Heavy-dashed curve is a simulation with CGM@Eq. ~1!# over the
entire depth using the values ofVD526 m/s andDL52.731029

m2/s. The solid curve assumes CGM for depths.40 nm and an
effective k(t) given by Eq. ~16! for depths,40 nm. The same
values forVD andDL are used witht53.5 ns.
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measured profiles starting at approximately 40 nm below
surface can be explained by interfacial breakdown comme
ing at this point. We believe this to be the cause of t
divergence, although we were unable to verify this by o
serving a cellular microstructure in TEM. Such observatio
are quite difficult because the lateral scale of the breakdo
is predicted to be only in the nanometer range~for example,
Hoglundet al. observed 60 nm cells in Si-Sn!, and ion mill-
ing results in sputter-induced surface rippling with featu
in the same size range.

In order to lend more plausibility to our interpretation
the absence of a direct observation of a cellular microstr
ture, we performed a simple simulation of the apparent o
dimensional concentration-depth profile caused by segre
tion during interfacial breakdown. The simulation is merely
simplification for the much more complicated thre
dimensional problem associated with diffusion and partitio
ing at an unstable interface, which is beyond the scope
this work to fully address. We assume that the interface
mains planar forz.40 nm and thereforek is given by the
CGM @Eq. ~1!#. In the near surface ‘‘interface breakdown
region (z.40 nm), we simulate growth using a planar i
terface with an effectivek that is higher than the value give
by the CGM. In the breakdown region, where the amplitu
of a sinusoidal interface shape perturbation is expected
grow exponentially in time, we assume that the effectivek
increases exponentially with time as the lesser of unity a

keff~ t !5k~ t0!expS t2t0

t D , ~18!

wheret0 is the time at which the solidification front pass
z540 nm andt is a free parameter determined by fitting th
data. The solid line in Fig. 8 shows the result of this sim
lation. The use of this approximation in the near surfa
region and the CGM in the deeper region provides a qu
tatively good fit over the entire depth range. For the purpo
of obtainingVD and DL , we disregard the near-surface r
gion of the curve and limit our quantitative analysis to t
region over which the interface is believed to be planar. T
cost of limiting our region of interest is an increased unc
tainty in the value ofVD determined by the technique. Th
size of the surface peak in a post irradiated concentra
profile is strongly dependent onVD . Therefore by ignoring
this region of the plot, we end up with larger, but still tole
able, error bars onVD .

Ignoring the surface region in the simulation curves
Fig. 8, we may still distinguish between a good fit and a po
fit in the deeper region. In order to quantify this fit we ha
applied ax2 test between the experimental curve and
simulated curve in the region 40 nm<z,100 nm. Addi-
tionally, because there is a small peak in the experime
curve in this region from an Au impurity localized at th
Ni/SiO2 interface, for the comparison shown in Fig. 4 th
depth range 67–83 nm was excluded from the chi-squ
analysis.

IV. SUMMARY

~1! DendriteV(DT) measurements in Ni~Zr! were made
with electromagnetic levitation and rapid photosensing te
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niques. The results show qualitatively the transition from
thermal to a solutal dendrite as solute trapping effects se

~2! The quantitative predictions of alloy dendrite grow
theories forV(DT) at high V, where nonequilibrium inter
face kinetics are important, depend sensitively on the
merical value ofVD characterizing solute trapping.

~3! Pulsed laser melting of thin films of Ni~Zr! was used
to determineVD andDL independently. Interface breakdow
in the near-surface region prevents us from deriving us
information aboutVD andDL from that region but does no
prevent us from determiningVD and DL from the non-
breakdown region. Best-fit values areVD526 m/s andDL
52.731029 m2/s.

~4! The uncertainties inVD and DL are coupled and ar
shown graphically in Fig. 4.

~5! Inserting the best-fit values ofVD and DL into the
model of Trivedi and colleagues for dendritic growth w
deviations from local interfacial equilibrium results in exc
lent agreement with theV(DT) measurements@Fig. 5~a!#.
Although some of the parameters are not known very a
a
,

n

W

r

a
in.

u-

ul

-

u-

rately, none of them are treated as adjustable paramete
the comparison with experiment.

~6! Laterally-averaged segregation in the region where
terface breakdown occurred can be modeled roughly
planar interface with a partition coefficient increasing ex
nentially with time until it reaches unity.
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